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useful friend of mine, especially when it was a question of contracts
for warships for the Argentine Navy. I remember a very pleasant
lunch with him on board the cruiser Almirante Brown. If it were ever
involved in war, the Argentine Navy would give a very good account
of itself.
Though I did not know a word of the language before I went to
Buenos Aires, I managed to speak it quite passably before I left.
Teachers I found quite impossible after several trials, so I acquired it
entirely by reading books of Argentine history with a dictionary, and
putting down in a note-book useful words and phrases. The best of
the books I read was one about the dictator Rosas, who, after govern-
ing his country efficiently but with much tyranny and bloodshed for
many years, fled to England, became a friend of Palmerston, and is
buried somewhere in Hampshire. It was a method which served a
double purpose, since at the same time I acquired a considerable know-
ledge of Argentine history and geography. I have always wished that
I had learnt Spanish instead of Italian for my diplomatic exam. It
is a lovely language, and as it is that of the whole of South America,
except Brazil, where Portuguese is spoken, should be studied far more
than it is.
My happiest days in Argentina were spent with -my two dogs at
the Villa Primavera in January and February of 1936, and 1937 fishing
for salmon in the Traful River. It is true that in 1936 my stay there
was interrupted and saddened by the death of the King and that in
19371 went there with a troubled mind just after I had learnt that I was
to be transferred to Berlin. The post of Ambassador in Germany was
thoroughly uncongenial to me, and one for which I felt myself very
unworthy and unsuited. As I mentioned in Failure of a Mission^ one
of my first reactions on receiving the telegram offering me the post
was the old Latin tag about the Tarpeian rock being next to the
Capitol! for, even at that early stage, I was fey enough to foresee some-
thing of the disastrous end of it. So I hurried down to the Villa
Primavera as a sort of haven of refuge in which I could reflect and
think things over quietly. The estate was the property of an Austral-
ian named Dawson, and the villa was run as an hotel by him and his
wife and two daughters during the winter months for the fishing. It
was miles from anywhere, set in a desert of sand and low scrub carrying
not more than one sheep to at least three acres. But the views over the
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